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The Info War Is Heating Up: Alex Jones Is Back on X,
Tucker Launches Website 
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Alex Jones is back on X, thanks to a
favorable poll that persuaded Elon Musk to
reinstate the most banned man in America.
Also, Tucker Carlson announced the launch
of his subscription website over the
weekend. Gary Benoit and Christian Gomez
join Paul Dragu to discuss what these
developments mean in the larger battle over
the free flow of ideas.  

Other stories in this episode: 

@ 12:05 | Will the elites take down the internet? The JBS already has a ground game operating;  

@ 13:55 | The Biden admin bypassed Congress to approve the sale of tank ammo for Israel, and the U.S.
vetoed a United Nations resolution calling for a cease-fire in Gaza; 

@ 22:04 | Alex Newman confronted U.S. senators at COP28 about how they can justify committing the
U.S. to the Green Revolution when polls show that less than half of Americans believe that humans are
causing climate change;

@ 32:40 | Congressional Republicans just introduced legislation to get the U.S. out of the UN. We
discuss how you can encourage lawmakers to support this vital piece of legislation. 

RELATED

Read “Technocracy: Critics Slam UN ‘Climate’ Scientists’ Bid for Dictatorial Power.”

Read “U.S. Authorizes Emergency Arms Sale to Israel.”

Click here to learn more about Agenda 2030 and how you can help stop it.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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